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Nowadays, we can see that there are many translation systems for many languages
available in the website. The aim of this translation system is to recognize and translate
volume oftext in Malay to English languages and vice versa. It is very useful especially
for the student who wants to learn English language in a faster way. The translation
system focused on translation from Malay to English language and reverse translation
system. The translation system in Malay-English is very useful for the primary students
who want to learn and practice conversing in a different language (English). For
example, this system can help native Malay speaker to learn English, by engaging them
with assistant of E-Dictionary. Beside that, by using the system, it helps them to capture
and translate the word. The database will keep the entire data dictionary using SQL
statement in the database server. The author is use SQL Server 2000 as the database.
Basically the system tested on how well the system retrieves the translated words. The
most important part in developing the system is collecting data and developing the
translator. The methodology that used to complete this software is RAD (Rapid
Application Development) Prototyping. Testing was done at Sek. Ren. Keb Sri
Iskandar, Tronoh Perak with 30 students of standard 4 Melur. Thus, with the help of
existing software and system that is developed, E-Dictionary hopefully will help the
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Language translation system is to translate language between the people with different
native language who want to engage inconversation by using their mother-tongue. The
importances ofthe technology keep increasing because they are more opportunity for
cross language communication.
From my research, there are many translation systems that are available in the market in
other language. The people can use it in any time and provide a lot of advantage for
them becausemost of the translationsystemis translate in English.
As we know, nowadays English is one of the important languages in the world. By
learning and using this system, it can provide and give opportunity for the user to
communicate wellwith otherpeople all overthe world.
Beside that, the advantage of Malay - English Translation System it can help user to
translate the language especially for primary student. By using the system, they can




Student required more time to open from one page to another page in order to find or
search on the meaning inthe dictionary where it is time consuming. Whereby, by using
the system, student can just enter the keyword and the system will search and provide
the result for themwhere it is more effective andeasyfor student to search.
Incorrect grammar and spelling
There are student sometimes spell the word incorrectly especially while completing
their homework or task given by the teachers. When it happened, they might get a
wrong answer for that question. Beside that, this cause might lead the student to!
maintain the spelling if there are is anyone to correct the spelling. By using the system,
maybe itmight reduce the problem caused by the student.
Teacher has no time
Teacher cannot entertain many students at one time. So the students have their own:
responsibility to check on the meaning or find an alternative solution to get for the;
answer. This system is one ofthe alternative solutions to solve the problem in faster and
easy way.
Lazy to bring the dictionary
Beside that, there are students who are lazy to bring the dictionary to the school. The
dictionary might be too heavy for them to carry. Ifthis is happened, it is hard for them
to refer at especially when they got problem to find the meaning on certain word.
1.2.2 Significant of the project
Overall, the significance ofthis project is to help the student especially primary school
student gain the most value in their learning. It means that the concept of learning,
consisting understanding and application, will fulfilled in the E-Dictionary. Therefore,
among significance of this project is to aid student's learning process using the E-
Dictionary's application. Furthermore, E-Dictionary improves their performance of
time, where the system is quick response to the user input
To make searching and retrieving faster
The system reduced the amount oftime in order to provide an output to the user. Beside
that, itgives an advantage for the user to search or find the word in fast way. No need to
use the dictionary.
To ensure accuracy of the system
In addition, the system translates the meaning from the input sentence which saves the
effort and time for the error checking. So, it will assure the accuracy in term of correct
grammar and spelling error of the word.
To promote paperless environment
The system has ability to document, save and capture the data in the database which is
automatically eliminating thepaper-based concept.
Automatically generate the output
The most significant, the system has an ability to generate output for the user which fit
the user-specified criteria.
More attractive and user friendly
The system is more attractive than the dictionary because it is colorful where it can
attract many students touse the system. It isalso user friendly.
Recognize and Analyze
Beside that, the system is used to recognize and analyze the word in the input sentences
and translate the Malay word into English.
1.3 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF STUDY
1.3.1 The Objective of this project
Perform Translation between Malay and English Language
It performs translation from Malay into English where the system needs to understand
the meaning ofthe text and perform the translation.
Improve Performance
The future of work is to improve the performance of the search engine and find more
effective way to select the best result to the user. By using the system, it provides an
easy way for the user to translatethe word and convert it in English.
To help student learn English
Beside that, the system is one alternative where it will help the user especially primary
student to learn English in a more interactive way.
1.3.2 Feasibility of the project within the scope andTime frame
This study was initiated with the aim to develop the system which is to translate Malay
word into English language and vice versa. The advantage is the system provides an
effective and efficient way for the user to select the best result. The most significant, the
system has an ability to translate the word automatically from the database.
These enhancements were clearly stated inthe objective and it help to achieve the scope
of the project which is stated clearly before. The enhancement is what making the
software unique than others.
Due to the study that has been done, to come out with the successful system with the
new enhancement as listed, it is possible effort to be put and can manage within 14
weeks time. This isdue to the scope ofstudy that had been clearly stated.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature review is used to recognize relevant information in order to complete the
study of the project. We can get a lot of data through the internet and search it in the
library. Beside that, it is used to synthesize result into a summary. This also include a
controversy where we can create an questionnaire for further research based on the
journal and article that have been studied.
2.1 From Similar System
"Machine translation automatically translates text in one language (for example,
English) into another language (for example, French orJapanese). The technology has
been available for decades, but because ofthe inability ofcomputers to understand the
context and meaning of human language, the quality of translations created by a
machine translation system is significantly lower than translations created by
professional human translators. However, there are many situations in which the
"imperfect but fast" approach of machine translation can bring worthwhile
benefits " (LFenn, 2002).
By referencing from the above statement, it show the main goal of developing the
system is provide an ability for the user to translate from one language to another
language in faster way. Beside that, as mention above, translation system created by the
machine translation have low quality if compared by the translation created by human
translator. Because of the problem, I also have to focus on the quality of the translation
in termof grammar andspelling of the output. There are many reason of developing the
systemand someof the reason is mention below:
• To improve the performance of the system
• To reduce thetime consuming for theuser to find and search theword orphrase
• To make sure the accuracy of the output system
• To help non-English speaker ifthey do not know the relevant terminology
"Non-English speakers may use the system to create a document in English, ifthey do
not know the relevant terminology. Users become familiar with how to tailor their
original text to help the system work better" (J.Fenn, 2002).Due to that, this is one of
the objectives of developing the system which is by using machine translation system
help the non-English speaker to translate from one language to another language. This is
supported as mention below.
" because translation of words and some transformation on syntactic structures are
merely needed. However, it is not seemed to be quite effective when performing
translation among non-related languages, for example, Japanese and English, because
ofthe needfor large structural transformation. "(Uchida and Sugiyama, 2001). But in
some cases, due to some language for the example English-Japan it is become quite
complicated. In order to make successful translation system really need good skill in
grammar and need huge database. It is one of the problems when developing this
translation system. The database needs to be maintain in order to produce the correct
grammar and spelling to the user.
Based on the second significance, which is the project is to ensure accuracy of system.
Ifthe system provides wrong and incorrect output so the accuracy of the system is off.
"Accuracy ofmachine translation is an important issue" (Hutchins and Somers, 1992).
As mention above, the accuracy ofthe system is one ofthe important issues for machine
translation system. So, in developing the system, developer should maintain the
database to avoid the spelling errorandmaintain the correct grammar.
"Manipulating data in atask involves complex abilities on how information is detected,
represented and transformed as knowledge and how knowledge is used. It is necessary
for this study to consider the outcome ofthe mathematics performance test and thinking
to measure the accuracy ofmachine translation and other abilities'X Solso,1995). It is
quite complex in maintaining the system output because system developer need to do
more research and study on how the input sentences translated by the system itself. It
cannot be done alone because tocomplete it, need big afford from the system developer.
Beside develop the system, as mention before; they also have to make sure that the
system provides the correct output for the user. The system will provide silly output if
the grammar is off.
Usually people especially student will depend on the Dictionary to find or search on
certain word. This is because from child they have been taught that they need to refer to
the Dictionary as their reference. "A human can understand and accept the meaning of
word in dictionary by predication because most cognitive scientists agree thatprecision
is the most difficult and impossible task" (Kintsch, 2001). The dictionary provided
meaning of word and example of sentences which explained more detail on the word
itself where easy for student to understand the meaning. This study takes the idea to





In order to develop the system, RAD (Rapid Application Development) Prototyping is
used (Figure 3.1). RAD-based methodologies are the newer class of system
development methodology that emerged in the 1990s. RAD is attempt to address both































Figure 3.1 Rapid Application Development (RAD) Prototyping
Part 1: Planning Phase
i. Define the topic for FYP
- Prepare theproject proposal and submit to thesupervisor
- Get the approval for FYPTitleby the supervisor
ii. Search for the information
- Gather moreinformation through the Internet for the related topic.
- Search the related article andjournal that have been define bythe supervisor
and tryto do a research based onthearticle and thejournal.
iii. Preliminary Report
- Start to do preliminary report which includes Background ofstudy, Problem
Statement, Objective and Scope of study, Literature Review and
Methodology ofthe project in it.
- Identify the existing system and trytoget anidea for developing the new
system.
- Preparethe projectproposal.
iv. Submit the Preliminary Report to the supervisor
Part 2: Analysis Phase
i. First, identifyand recognize the problem.
- I have to understand therequired function, behavior, performance and
interfacing of theexisting system inorder to identify theproblem
- Then, try to come out with the solution,
ii. Analyzethe currentperformance level.
- Try torecognize on which stage the performance level ofthe existing system
is. Is the system has a betteror havepoorperformance.
iii. Identify the causes ofthe problem
iv. Identifythe desiredperformance outcome
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- After looking at the problem, I have to find suitable solution or outcome of
the problem.
v. Identify the expectation of the related outcome
- Definethe constraintand limitationof the experience and expertisethat the
developer has in orderto develop the new system.
- Try to overcome the problem and find other solution to solve the constraint
and limitation of the problem.
Part 3: Design Phase
The design phase is very crucial in whole development cycle. This phase could very
expensive to solve ofthe software development. Much care is taken during this phase.
Designthe user interface:
- Once the user interface created, user tested and evaluatesthe product.
- Then the developer getthe feedback according to theuser's exact
expectation.
- Developer has make animprovement ofthesystem if there have any
suggestion or requirement from the user in order to make a good interface
for them.
Part 4: Testing Phase
At the testing phase, once the system isgenerated, the system testing begins. During the
testing stage, I conduct a testing at Sek. Ren. Keb Sri Iskandar, Perak. Divide them into
two groups where one group is provided with an explanation on how to use the system.
The second group not provided an explanation on how to use the system. After that,
provide the questionnaire to the student. Based on the questionnaire, the author provides
the graph and report. The purpose of the testing and evaluation is to determine the
advantages and disadvantages of such application.
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Part 5: Implementation Phase
This phase is the longest phase part of the development phase. Once the development
passed series oftest, it is installed. Then, atthe training plan, the users have to know on
how to use the system and help manage the changes caused by the new system. If there
were many error or problem during this phase, it will turn back to the Testing Phase to
improve it.
3.2 TOOL (EQUIPEMENT, HARDWARE ETC) REQUIRED
i. System Development
• Macromedia Dream weaver
ii. Database
• SQL Server 2000
iii. Others
" Paint ,Microsoft ,Project Microsoft OfficeVisio
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3.3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Machine translation system includes three tier which is client tier, application tier and












During the client tier, user will access the service using Microsoft Internet Explorer.
The user will enter the input and the browser will pass the query data to the application
server. After the application server finish the query processing the browser will display
the output for the user.
♦ Web Browser




User can use the translate feature when they want to translate certain word
from English - Malay or Malay - English. Beside that, the system
provides an example of sentences for each meaning translated. This is to
ensure that the student will more understand for the meaning itself.
• Antonym features
This feature provides antonym features for the user.
• Synonym features
This feature provides synonym features for the user.
Application Tier
The main part of the system is the application server. It will accept queries, retrieve the
corresponding data from the database, computer the result and deliver it to the client
tier.
♦ Web Interface
It is responsible for the communication with the client tier. It will receive the query
and triggered the corresponding functionality of the query engine which process the
query and return the result to the user.
♦ QueryEngine
The query engine will execute the user queries or user input. It will extract the
requiredinformationfrom the database and build the pathwayto the user.
♦ Database Interface
The communication between the query engine and the database is done via the
database interface. The database interface is using the Microsoft Dream weaver.
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Database Storase Tier
The data is stored in the SQL Server 2000 which is in the database of this system. See
Appendix II for database print screen.
♦ Database










In result and discussion, the author focused more on research and what the author have
done during completing and developing the system. Actually the system is divided into
three parts which is:
• The system is able to translate word byword from the input sentences
• The system is able to provided the synonym features
• The system is able to provided the antonym features
4.1 Current research
Machine Translation System from Malay-English needed to translate from a source
language to another source of language. Currently Malay-English and English-Malay
computer translation system is based on the word by word translation, antonym and
synonym features.
Beside that, the author provides an example of sentences in English and Malay word
translation part. The sentences explain in more detail about the meaning for word by
word translation.
AsI mentioned before, nowI'm going to focus on three different parts which is:




Actually word by word translation isalready done by the author. Right now the sections
need to be completed is the database which contains all the word in the dictionary and
the database of antonym and synonymfeatures.
Below hereis one of theexamples of word by word translation, antonym andsynonym
features.
• E.g. Malay-EnglishWord Translation
• Buku = Book
E.g. ofsentences:
• Saya beli buku di kedai
• E.g. English-Malay Word Translation
• Book = Buku
E.g. ofsentences:
• I bought the book from the bookshop
• E.g. Antonym
In Malay
• Panjang = Pendek
In English
• Long = Short
• E.g. Antonym
In Malay
• Miskin = Fakir
In English
• Rich = Wealthy
4.2 Result of Testing
The purpose ofevaluating the E-Dictionary inthis study is to fulfill the first and second
objective of the project, which to help the student in their learning and to improve the
student's performance.
The testing is conducted for 30 students from Sek. Keb. Sri Iskandar, Tronoh Perak.
During the testing part, the student is divided into two groups which is 15 students in
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one group which is provided with anexplanation onhow to use the system and another
15 students in one group is conducted the testing part without an explanation. The
testing is based ontheuser friendliness, timeliness, attractiveness of the system, system
accuracies, which they prefer to use whether E-Dictionary or Dictionary and evaluate
on systemperformance itself.







Figure 4.2.1 Testing conducted without any instruction given







Figure 4.2.2 Testing Conduct with instructions given
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Figure 4.2.1 shows the result of testing conduct without any instruction given. The
students manage to complete the testing part even thought they did not provided with
details explanation of the system.
Figure 4.2.2 shows the result of testing after the student is provided with details
explanation on how to use the system. Even though the student is provided with an
explanation on how to use the system, the result compare to the student that complete
the testing without an explanation is the same. There is no different whether the student
is provided with an explanation or not, they can interact with the system easily.
As the result, we can see that the system is user friendly because even they did not been
provided with any explanation, they manage to complete and interact with the system








Based on Figure 4.2.3, most of the students prefer to use E-Dictionary if compared to
the Dictionary. The student felt that E-Dictionary easy to use and they did not have to
waste their time to use and search the word in the Dictionary.




Figure 4.2.4 System accuracy of E-Dictionary
Figure 4.2.4 shows that, interm ofaccuracy, 91% percent ofthe students get the correct
output. We can say that the system manage to provide the correct output for the student.
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Figure 4.2.5 System Performance ofE-Dictionary
Overall, Figure 4.2.5 show that the system provides is high performance for the user
where E-Dictionary is user-friendly, user easy to interact with the system, provided an
accurate output, most attractive and the most important thing, the students prefer to use
E-Dictionary if compared to the Dictionary.
4.3 EVALUATION PROCEDURES
Aset ofquestionnaire is used as apre-test for the evaluation testing. The purpose ofthe
evaluation is to determine the advantages and disadvantages of such application. With
the feedback of the target evaluates the usefulness of E-Dictionary will further
supported uponimplementation.
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Figure 4.4.1 The main page
This is the main page ofthe system. As I mention before, the system is divide into three
main parts which is 'translate', 'antonym' and 'synonym' features.
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4.4.2 Malay to EnglishWord Translation
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Figure 4.4.2 Malay to English Word Translation
This is the interface for user to translate wordby wordtranslation. This part the system
will be able to translate from Malay to English word translation. User also will provide
an example ofsentences for each meaning they entered. This to ensure that student will
more understand about the meaning translated.
For the example, the student entered keyword 'abah' in Malay, the system will search
and provide the meaning in English word and example ofsentences for that meaning
entered by the user.
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4.4.3 English to Malay Word Translation
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Figure 4.4.3 English to Malay Word Translation
This is the interface for user to translate word by word translation. This part the system
is able to translate from English to Malay word translation. User also will provide an
example of sentences for each meaning they entered. This to ensure that student more
understand about the meaning translated.
For the example, the student entered keyword 'father' in English, the system will search
and provide the meaning in Malay word and example of sentences for that meaning
entered by the user.
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4.4.4 Malay Word Antonym
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This is the interface used for user to translate the antonym features. This part the system
is able to translate from Malayto Malay antonym word translation.
For the example, the student entered keyword 'kaya', the system will search and
provideantonym word.
> As an example, kaya= miskin, in Malay.
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4.4.5 English Word Antonym
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Figure4.4.5 English Word Antonyms
This is the interface used for user to translate the antonym features. This part the system
is able to translate from English to English antonym word translation.
For the example, the student entered keyword 'long', the system will search and provide
antonym word.
> As an example, long= short, in English.
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4.4.6 Malay Word Synonym
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Figure 4.4.6 Malay Word Synonyms
This is the interface used for user to translate the synonym features. This part the system
is will be able to translate from Malay to Malay synonym word translation.
For the example, the student entered keyword 'miskin', the system will search and
provide synonym word.
> As an example, miskin - fakir, in Malay.
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4.4.7 English Word Synonym
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Figure 4.4.7 English Word Synonyms
This is the interface used for user totranslate the synonym features. This part the system
isable to translate from English to English synonym word translation.
For the example, the student entered keyword 'rich', the system will search and provide
synonym word.
> Asanexample, rich = wealthy, inEnglish.
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4.5 FINDINGS
E-Dictionary is an interactive system with quick response to the user. Users prefer to
useE-Dictionary compared search or find the word in theDictionary. The interface that
has been developed is user friendly and it speeds up the user learnability time where
userdid not have to openpageby pageto lookfor keyword in the Dictionary anymore.
Beside that, E-Dictionary provided user with three main function which is translate
word by word in Malay-English and English-Malay, Synonym and Antonym features.
In term of capability, user is capable to enter the word they want to search and the
system automatically select and provide an output they entered. After completing the
testing part, most of the user prefers more onE-Dictionary instead of using Dictionary.
This shows that E-Dictionary has attracted most of the student to use the system
because the system is user friendliness, attractive, and easy to interact.
4.6 LIMITATION
There are many limitations andproblem thatcould not solved in the mean time. Among
this system limitation is the database itself. Inorder to complete the database, I need to
insert the data manually from alphabet A-Z where it required more time. Beside that, it
can cause problem to the user where maybe the keyword that they want to search is not
available in the database yet.
Beside that, for word by word translation, the system provides just one meaning for
each keyword that entered bytheuser which is insufficient. The user might have limited





As a conclusion, we can say that Search Engine for Translation System Malay-English
will help most people especially primary student to translate the word by word
translation accordingly. Beside that, it reduces time because the student doesn't have to
find the word one by one in the Dictionary. User will get alot advantage such as make
the user become more educated person because an English language is one of the main
language in the world where it helps to communicate with other people around the
world in a faster way.
Successful language translator is to keep it simple. The original text should be simple
and clear and avoid ambiguity. Beside that keep the sentences short to get the correct
output. Then, it is also provides correct grammar and spelling to the user. Based on all
aspect, Translation Engine may lead and help students to translate the word in easier
and faster way.
5.2 RECOMMENDATION
'E-Dictionary builds for Primary School Student' is a system that still insufficient in
term of the database. Therefore, for future development, helpfully the database is
complete with all data required by the user. It is more efficient because easy for the user
to search and find the word they want. Besides that, maybe the system can provide more
than one meaning for more explanation to the user in the future. However, due the time
limitation, the database could not be completed since the system alone required huge
database to maintain it.
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Beside that, the system is limited in term of its functionality. One more function that
can beadded issentence by sentence translation part. Incompleting this part, it required
an understanding about Natural language Processing (NLP). It requires more time in
order to ensure the function is fully completed. Therefore, greater time and research is
needed to ensure the function being develop effectively.
Due to the era technology, many translation systems are done online. The problem is
there are limitation of the grammar and spelling. Perhaps, for future expansion
hopefully they can provide the system with correct grammar and spelling to the user.
31
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E-Dictionary buildsfor Primary SchoolStudent
Name: Kelas:
Sila tanda dU pada kotak yang sesuai.
1. Adakah 'E-Dictionary' ini mudah digunakan?
[ 1Sangat mudah [ IMudah I IAgak sukar I ISukar
2. Mampukan 'E-Dictionary' ini membantu dalam mencari makna perkataan?
0 Ya Q Tidak
3. Mampukah 'E-Dictionary' ini membantu dalam mencari makna perkataan seerti
dan perkataan lawan?
I—|Ya i—I Tidak
4. Adakah 'E-Dictionary' ini membantu dalam mencari perkataan Bahasa Inggeris?
1 ISangat membantu | IMembantu I ITidak membantu
5. Adakah 'E-Dictionary' ini menarik?
[ ISangat menarik I IMenarik | ITidak menarik
6. Yang mana lagi mudah?
I IKamus ]_]Language Teacher
APPENDIX II: EXAMPLE OF
DATABASE
MaIay_Wordlist's Table
j« SQLServer EnterpriseManager -[Datain Table'Malay. WortHisf in'dhTranslatB'on IISF^BFUCIF.5S7F\SITIT
"Jj Ffe Wmdow Hdp
.9 aSII/jji! i**'
rMalav Word lErush Word (MalaySert
sukan sport Stfan bakuntukkeshatan
abao axhated breath, <HULL>
abad century, age, era. DkiastlWig memerlntah negara China berabad lemanya
abedi eternal, lesthg, enduring. Keamanan yang abadt
abab tfredmn. Esse ABA.
abah-abah harness. Diamemasangkan abah-abah pada anjlng-anjing tot dan Statkan pada andursatS
aba neglectful. Kektarganyatelah raengabaian nya
abang brother Saya ada dua orang abang
abangan who doss not adhere strktty to the precsp <NUll>
abar brato. <NUU>
1 abat see ABAD.
abau k.o. tortoise. <NUU>
abbas abbot. <Nua>
ABC abesatheASCs. <Ntii>
abd sea ABDL <mju>
abdas (Islam)absolutionbefore prayer. <NUU>
z abdel abbey. <NUti>










abet appeairance, 2 behavior. <Kua>
abfa (ti farnfes of Arabic descent) grandFather, <MJ&>
abid pious, devout. 2 see ABADI. <NLU>




aMuien o. who went as far as high sthod. <KU1>
abjad afchabst. HurufAtalarisolahsatu abjad
abjadah alphabetical. <MJtl>
ablak (Jata) open wide. <KLLL>
abbtf (ling.) ablative. <NULi>
aUur seeHABLUR. <ML"±>
ABN (AnggaranBelanjaNegara)nationalbudget. <klil>
abnormal abnormal. KetaJaionyang abnormal
abrarmoltas abnormally. <l*Jtl>
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berdasar teoridaripadakenyataan yang sebenar
[Arm Domini] T.M.[raridhMasehf]sesudah lahimy
(«*emefttam)HaUudarl janlZmalamNnoga 12
1 (American AutomobBe Association)Ikatan HobB







bebas..-kkt. 1 mermgoalan (ship). 2 memutus
yang dsunggakai. an a. houseor sr* rumah
Mi.1 keadaan terbnggai. 2 dengan betas.
Hi. to a, o.s, before merendahkancWterhadap.
*b. penghinaan, kerendahan ifri,
Wt. memalufcan,
te. maki, bhgung, tebfcgungan.
fcH. 1 (me)rede. Thestorm abated Angh rlbut(me)





ks.yangdskigkatkan. a. shorts cobra pendekvan
kb. 1 shgkaten, kependekan, Zperpendakan.
kb.lab>ad. That chid (mowsWsABCs
kkt. I turun takhta. 2 metepaskan. toa.rfsresp
abdcation
te. perut, daerah pen*.
(s. yang berhubungandengan perut a. operationpern
(M. mencuft, mengalap,metarkan(dengan paksa).
kb. pencutkan. A.of a thMisa crtme purtshabl
ft. pencuik.
kk.(dtengah) njsuk.
ks.,kk.ddakdSngM«n,5cholarihips often go a.
ks. yang menylmpangdarl tebiasaan a. behavior tti
kb.penyiipangan,penyelewengan, kefuar-kettasaan,
kkt.(abetted) bersekongtoldengan. Heabetted his
kb..penghasutan.
kb. kakltangan, panotongdalamkejahatsn.
Ms. penuidaan. ina. terkatung- katung, fitangguh
kkt.(abhorred) bendafcsn, Ddakmenyukal. I a. h











abaft the mat) mast
She fte to eat abalone
she abandonedher baby
she abandoned her baby
<MJLL>
































%SQL ServerEnterprise Manager - [Data inTable'Antonym. .Malay' in .'dbTranslate' on ,USE-8F1AC1 FriB?F\SITri
:^j Fie Wftdow I
* "5? MM ":j» ! %*
"
otiojwrd Iantonvm word 1
» 1
abacS sementara
_
abeh emak
abal awes
abang kakak
—
acah betuHiebJ
acuh biar
ada bade
adk abang,kakak
adi zafen
adhda tekanda
agak tentu
agung kerdi
~
ab megah
air api
ajafc biesa
~
ajak hateu
akar pucufc
akhr awal
z afcNrat durta
oftat sebab
aktf parf
aku engkau
ahi nafl
akur bantah
aiah menang
ail tetap
aki> jab*
air takung
alpa rsaf
am khas
amsn kacau
___
amanah khianat
amW beri
z ampun hukum
_
anda save
aneh btasa
angguk geleng
angkasa twin
angkat letak
_
epi ar
_
anung tenggelam
ashg blosa
ast bruan
-fljxj
